
Unbroken Circle: Voices
for Missing & Murdered
Indigenous Relatives

Date: Oct. 5th 2023
Time: Noon to 4 pm 

Location: Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute (S&T Building)

Join Us for a Powerful Event of Awareness,
Advocacy, and Unity

Earring Exhibit: Experience an Artful Tribute to the Missing, as Earrings Without
Matches Symbolize Their Absence. Witness the Visual Representation of Our
Unbroken Circle. Please bring unmatched earrings to contribute to the exhibit.
Expert Voices: Engage with Renowned Experts and Advocates as They Share
Insights, Stories, and Efforts Dedicated to Preventing, Advocating, Protecting,
and Educating.
Community Support: Connect with Like-Minded Individuals, Students, and
Advocates Who Are Committed to Making a Difference for Indigenous Families.
Food will be catered by Cleo’s Blue Corn Kitchen 

About the Event:
Step into a Gathering of Strength, Hope, and Solidarity as We Unite to Address the
Issue of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Relatives.
Highlights:

Save the Date 

T-shirt Water Bottle Tote bag
1st 100 people will get a free..

Registration 

& 

T-Shirt size link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAI
pQLSeHQRuMCHIIZjite_VPJ_lDP_uiOOxx

R1KaFqRWJclsaPdzcA/viewform?
usp=sf_link



"Unbroken Circle": The term "Unbroken Circle" symbolizes the enduring connection within a
community or family. In this context, it signifies the unbreakable bond that exists among
Indigenous communities and their commitment to supporting each other in the face of challenges,
such as the issue of missing and murdered Indigenous relatives. The circle also represents unity,
equality, and the interconnectedness of all people.

"Voices for Missing & Murdered Indigenous Relatives": This part of the title conveys the central
focus of the event. "Voices" implies that the event will provide a platform for various individuals,
experts, advocates, and community members to share their perspectives, experiences, and efforts
related to the issue. "Missing & Murdered Indigenous Relatives" is a clear and respectful way of
describing the broader scope of the problem, including all Indigenous genders, and emphasizing
the familial and communal aspect of the issue.

Overall, the title "Unbroken Circle: Voices for Missing & Murdered Indigenous Relatives"
encapsulates the event's intention to unite the community, raise awareness, and amplify
the voices of those affected by the issue. It emphasizes the strength of Indigenous unity
while acknowledging the critical need to address the ongoing challenges of missing and
murdered Indigenous relatives.

Partners 

Title breakdown


